MARYLAND STATE SHOOT
JUNE 20-24, 2018

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20

EVENT 1—SINGLES (65 shooters)
WINNER Charles Farmer (B) 100/25 carry over Jamaal Brown (A) 100/24
AA David Henry 99
A Jamaal Brown 100 (See Winner)
B David Canavan 98
C Holger Mueller 96/25/22 carry over Bill Libman 96/21 and Jeffery Bare 96/20
D Sherry Little 95/23 carry over Timothy Panuska 95/22

EVENT 2—HANDICAP (55 shooters)
WINNER James Price (22.5) 98
18-19 Robert Yurwitz (19) 97
20-21 Ruger John Supensky (20.5) 95
22-23 John Bechtel (23.5) 96
24-25 R Nick Hughes (25) 92 over Steve Hawkins (24) 92/forfeit
26-27 Jamaal Brown (26) 92

EVENT 3—DOUBLES (30 shooters)
WINNER Louis Goodwin (A) 97
AA Shane Biser 86
A No Entry
B Jamaal Brown 91
C Elwood Tyler 89 carry over John Bechtel
D Carl Gerber 88

THURSDAY, JUNE 21

EVENT 4—SINGLES (113 shooters)
WINNER Michael Poe (A) 100 carry over Carlsten Fritz (A) 100/forfeit
LADY 1 Kyla Wilhelm (A) 98
LADY 2 Jean Greb (A) 97
SUB VET Brian James (A) 99
VET Steve Huber (AA) 99 carry over Edward Frustaci (B) 99/forfeit
SR VET Ted Carville (AA) 99
SUB JR Ruger John Supensky (A) 99/24 carry over Joseph Breck (B) 99/22
JUNIOR Shane Biser (B) 97
JR GOLD R Nick Hughes (A) 99
AA David Darrough 99/25/24 carry over Jamaal Brown 99/25/24 and Jake Levin 99/forfeit
A Carlsten Fritz 100 (See Winner)
B  Dennis Brazil 98
C  Bob Knode 96
D  Christopher Hughes 95/25 carry over David Dubble 95/21

EVENT 5—HANDICAP (118 shooters)
WINNER  Bill Knill (19) 98
LADY 1  Cassie Hammond (27) 92/22 over Bethany Breighner (27) 92/20
LADY 2  ElizabethEvering (22) 93
SUB VET  Jeffery Bare (20.5) 94
VET  Don Wahl (19) 95
SR VET  Robert Knode (22.5) 94
SUB JR  Ruger John Supensky (20.5) 92
JUNIOR  Shane Biser (26) 94
JR GOLD  Eduardo Chaparro (19.5) 93
18-19  William Patterson (18) 92
20-21  Cameron Johnson (21) 94
22-23  Donnie DeWitt (22.5) 96 over David Grant (22.5) 96/forfeit
24-25  John Bechtel (24) 95
26-27  Jamaal Brown (26) 96

EVENT 6—DOUBLES (65 shooters)
WINNER  Sheldon Hostetter (A) 98
LADY 1  Bethany Breighner (A) 90
LADY 2  Joyce Morris (C) 92
SUB VET  Mike Poe (A) 91
VET  Elwood Tyler (C) 96
SR VET  Louis Goodwin (A) 94
SUB JR  Ruger John Supensky (B) 93
JUNIOR  Shane Biser (AA) 90
JR GOLD  R Nick Hughes (B) 87/47 carry over Nathaniel Newland (B) 87/44
AA  Carlsten Fritz 96
A  J T Allnutt 97
B  Jamaal Brown 93
C  John Bechtel 90 carry over Larry Rust 90/forfeit
D  Cameron Johnson 81

FRIDAY, JUNE 22

EVENT 7—CLASS SINGLES (153 shooters)
MD AA  John Kirksey 99/25/25 carry over Dmytro Kuts 99/25/24, Dennis Barger
99/24/25/25, Jamaal Brown 99/24/25/24, and JT Allnutt 99/24/23
OPEN AA  Gary Waalkes 99/25/25
OPEN A  John Bechtel 99/25/25
MD B  Robert Warnick 99
OPEN B  Gerald Hayden 98 flip over Travis Foose 98
MD C  Jeffery Bare 97/23 carry over Alan Armacost 97/22 and Bill Harrison 97/forfeit
OPEN C  Alan Armacost 97/22
MD D  Tim Panuska 96
OPEN D  Genevieve Davis 95
LADY 1  Cassie Hammond (A) 95
LADY 2  Janice Feaga (A) 96/24/25 carry over Jean Greb (A) 96/24/24
SUB VET  Jeffery Glass (A) 100
VET  Steve Huber (A) 100
SR VET  Douglas Howell (A) 99/24/25 carry over Dennis Brazil (B) 99/24/24
SUB JR  Ruger John Supensky (A) 97
JUNIOR  Shane Biser (A) 97
JR GOLD  Paul Ahrensfield (A) 100

EVENT 8—HANDICAP (160 shooters)
WINNER  Richard Eck (26) 96/22 over Allen Armacost (20) 96/20
LADY 1  Cassie Hammond (27) 92
LADY 2  Sherri Little (19) 89
SUB VET  Thomas Blackiston (22) 94/24/24 over Jeffery Glass (23.5) 94/23 and Jeffery Bare (20.5) 94/22
VET  Michael Mason (21.5) 94/24/24/24 over Robert Merickel (20) 94/24/24/23, Jack Clark 94/20, and Robert Warnick (22.5) 94/forfeit
SR VET  Douglas Howell (25) 9
SUB JR  Ruger John Supensky (20.5) 92
JUNIOR  Shane Biser (26) 91
JR GOLD  Travis Foose (23) 95
18-19  Charles Galloway (19.5) 95/25 over Ron Vacca (18.5) 95/22
20-21  Allen Armacost (20) 96 (See winner)
22-23  Glenn Scott DeWitt (22.5) 94/25 over Matthew Adams (23) 94/23
24-25  John Bechtel (24) 93/23 over R Nick Hughes (25) 93/22
26-27  Ron Bradley (27) 94

EVENT 9—CLASS DOUBLES (80 shooters)
MD AA  Bill Forester (AA) 93
OPEN AA  None
MD A  J T Allnutt 95
OPEN A  Osker Reynolds 92/48 carry over Louis Goodwin 92/45 and David Darrough 92/39
MD B  Dmytro Kuts 93/46 carry over Robert Warnick 93/45 and Jeff Pearce 93/41
OPEN B  Robert Warnick 93
MD C  Anton Spiering 89
OPEN C  John Bechtel 89
MD D  Lawrence Keller 87
OPEN D  Danny Church 81
LADY 1  Cassie Hammond (A) 91
LADY 2  Janice Feaga (A) 92
SUB VET  Mike Poe (A) 96
VET  Elwood Tyler (B) 97
SR VET  Sheldon Hostetter (AA) 93
SUB JR  Ruger John Supensky (A) 90
JUNIOR  Shane Biser (AA) 89
JR GOLD  R Nick Hughes (B) 93

SATURDAY, JUNE 23
EVENT 10—SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIP (211 shooters)
MD WINNER  Richard Unruh (AA) 200/25 over T G Shepherd (AA) 200/24
MD RUN UP  T G Shepherd (AA) 200
OPEN WINNER  Dennis Cacciola (A) 199
MD LADY 1  Laura MacNichol (B) 196
MD LADY 1 RU  Cassie Hammond (A) 191
OPEN LADY 1  Bethany Breighner (B) 187/25/24/25 over Kiya Wilihelm (A) 187/25/24/23
MD LADY 2  Jean Greb (A) 193
MD LADY 2 RU  Janice Feaga (A) 192
OPEN LADY 2  Kim Dobson (B) 191
MD SUB VET  Michael Poe (AA) 197
MD SUB VET RU  Wayne McLurkin (A) 196 over Ray Greb (A) 196/forfeit
OPEN SUB VET  Ray Greb (A) 196
MD VET  Jack Clark (A) 198
MD VET RU  Lawrence Keller (AA) 194/23 over Robert Yurwitz (C) 194/22 and James Roland (A) 194/forfeit
OPEN VET  Elwood Tyler (A) 197 over Randy Krick (A) 197
MD SR VET  Douglas Howell (A) 197
MD SR VET RU  Dennis Brazil (A) 195 over Raymond Smith (B) 195/forfeit
OPEN SR VET  Steve Hawkins (A) 197
MD SUB JR  Lane Barnes (B) 191
MD SUB JR RU  Zach Dosser (B) 188
OPEN SUB JR  Ryan Bucher (B) 193/25/24/24 over Ruger John Supenski (A) 193/25/24/21
MD JUNIOR  Blake Seonarain (B) 195
MD JUNIOR RU  Shane Biser (A) 191
OPEN JUNIOR  Tyler Brown (A) 198
MD JR GOLD  R Nick Hughes (AA) 196
MD JR GOLD RU  William Sears Jr. (A) 192
OPEN JR GOLD  Jake Peretin (B) 195
MD AA  Bill Forester 198
OPEN AA  Donnie Dewitt 197/25/25 over John Kirksey 197/25/23
MD A  Thomas Thompson 197/24/24/25 over Robert Houck 197/24/24/21
OPEN A  Eric Flexer 198 over Rickey Fortner
MD B  Terry Lepson 195 over Greg Yohn 195/forfeit
OPEN B  Greg Yohn 195
MD C  Dwaine Platter 195
OPEN C  Shawn Goad 191
MD D  Sharon Martin 190
OPEN D  George Landis 189

EVENT 11—50 BIRD HANDICAP (83 shooters)
This event was not part of the High Over All program.

SUNDAY, JUNE 24

EVENT 12—DOUBLES CHAMPIONSHIP (132 shooters)
MD WINNER  Jack Clark (A) 96/20 over Bill Forester (AA) 96/18/19 and James T Allnutt (A) 96/18/17
MD RUN UP  Bill Forester 96
OPEN WINNER  Tyler Brown (A) 97
MD LADY 1  Cassie Hammond (A) 87
OPEN LADY 1  Bethany Breighner (A) 88
MD LADY 2  Jean Greb (C) 80
OPEN LADY 2  Genevieve Davis (D) 90
MD SUB VET  Michael Poe (AA) 93
OPEN SUB VET  Todd Sauble (A) 96
MD VET  Richard Unruh (A) 90
OPEN VET  Steve Huber (AA) 94
MD SR VET  Louis Goodwin (A) 91
OPEN SR VET  Sheldon Hostetter (AA) 94
MD SUB JR  Morgan Farmer (B) 62
OPEN SUB JR  Joseph Breck (C) 92/19 over Ruger John Supensky (A) 92/12
MD JUNIOR  Shane Biser (AA) 80
OPEN JUNIOR  Stephen Macneal (B) 93
MD JR GOLD  R Nick Hughes (B) 92
OPEN JR GOLD  Eduardo Chaparro (B) 87
MD AA  Richard Hughes 91
OPEN AA  John Manetta 89
MD A  James T Allnutt 96 (See Winner)
OPEN A  Osker Reynolds 95
MD B    Raymond Hughes Jr 91 over Chris Spiridon 91/forfeit
OPEN B  Eddie Cotton 93
MD C    Joseph Whitcomb 88
OPEN C  David Feaga 85
MD D    Danny Church 84
OPEN D  Carl Gerber 86

EVENT 13—HANDICAP CHAMPIONSHIP (229 shooters)
MD WINNER Robert Warehime (20) 97/22 over George Hughes (23) 97/21 and
Christopher Hughes (18) 97/18
MD RUN UP Dave Warrenfeltz (24) 96/23 over Glenn Duncan (20) 96/22
MD 3RD  Glenn Duncan (20) 96
MD 4TH  Louis Goodwin (24.5) 95/22/25 over Charley Burtner (20.5) 95/22/23
MD 5TH  Charley Burtner (20.5) 95
MD 6TH  Michael Poe (27) 94/24 over Douglas Morgan (25.5) 94/22 and Matthew
Adams (23.5) 94/22
OPEN WINNER Gary Waalkes (25.5) 98 flip over Steve Hawkins (24) 98
MD LADY 1 Cassie Hammond (27) 96
OPEN LADY 1 Laura Macnichol (26) 88
MD LADY 2 Jean Greb (26) 95
OPEN LADY 2 Elizabeth Evering (22) 92
MD SUB VET Ron Hammond (22.5) 95 over Dave Dulin (25.5) 95/forfeit
OPEN SUB VET Stuart Printz (26) 96
MD VET Walter Savage (21.5) 94
OPEN VET Steve Huber (27) 97
MD SR VET Bob Knode (22.5) 96
OPEN SR VET Steve Hawkins (24) 98 (See Open Winner)
MD SUB JR Christopher Hughes (18) 97 (See Winner)
OPEN SUB JR Ruger John Supensky (20.5) 93
MD JUNIOR George Hughes (23) 97 (See Winner)
OPEN JUNIOR Stephen MacNeal (26.5) 93
MD JR GOLD Joseph Santini (23) 93
OPEN JR GOLD Jacob Dove (23) 91 over William Sears Jr (23) 91/forfeit
MD 18-19 Don Wahl (19) 93
OPEN 18-19 Will Patterson (18) 91/22 over James Palmisano (19) 91/17, Logan
Jarusewski (19) 91/forfeit, and Ron Vacca (19.5) 91/forfeit
MD 20-21 Shawn Goad (21.5) 93
OPEN 20-21 Jeremy Missimer (21.5) 91/24 over Joseph Breck (21.5) 91/20, John
Dicasimirro (20) 91/forfeit, Robert Yurwitz (20) 91/forfeit, William Taylor
(20.5) 91/forfeit, and Kevin Kunkle (20.5) 91/forfeit
MD 22-23 Matthew Adams (23.5) 94
OPEN 22-23 Larry Kirk (22.5) 96
MD 24-25  Douglas Morgan (25.5) 94
OPEN 24-25  John Bechtel (24) 96
MD 26-27  Bryan Davis (27) 93
OPEN 26-27  John Manetta (27) 97
HALL OF FAME  Dave Warrenfeltz (23) 96/24 over John Bechtel (24) 96/23

HIGH ALL AROUND (400 TARGETS)
MD WINNER  Bill Forester (AA) 386
OPEN WINNER  Steve Huber (AA) 387
LADY 1  Cassie Hammond (A) 374
LADY 2  Jean Greb (A) 368
SUB VET  Mike Poe (AA) 384
VET  Jack Clark (A) 381
SR VET  Sheldon Hostetter (AA) 380
SUB JR  Ruger John Supensky (A) 378
JUNIOR  Tyler Brown (A) 386
JUNIOR GOLD  R Nick Hughes (AA) 378
OPEN AA  James T Allnutt 383
OPEN A  Stephen MacNeal 382
OPEN B  Joseph Breck 375
OPEN C  Charley Burtner 365
OPEN D  Genevieve Davis 360

HIGH OVER ALL (1000 TARGETS)
MD WINNER  James T Allnutt (AA) 956
OPEN WINNER  Mike Poe (A) 952

SPECIAL NOTES
1. Shooters were wishing “Rain, rain go away. Come again some other day.” during the entire shoot.
2. Event 8 was our $1,000 shoot off event. The number 4 was drawn and 23 shooters were eligible to shoot for the prize. Nineteen shooters took the line and three shooters broke 10. Michael Mason was the only shooter who broke the second ten and he won the $1,000.
3. Sherry Little broke her first 25 and ended up winning Lady 2 in Event 8.
4. Charles Galloway said that his shoot off for the 18-19 Yard Trophy was his first shoot off ever and he won in Event 8.
5. Event 10 yielded many firsts:
   a. Abigail McGlaughlin, a sub-junior, broke her first 25 straight.
b. Jacob Yetter, a junior, broke his first 50 straight.
c. Franklin Bunting broke his first 100 straight.
d. Donnie Dewitt broke his first 100 straight.
e. Ed Grimes broke his first 100 straight.

6. Event 13 highlights:
   a. Chris Hughes, a sub junior, broke his first 50 straight with a score of 97—his highest score and this placed him in his first shoot off.
   b. Chris was tied with his brother George, a junior, and Robert Warehime, a senior veteran. Robert won the shoot off and the state title and the brothers earned category trophies.

7. Wednesday’s trophies were donated by Mike O’Brien in remembrance of Debby Stresewski.
8. Saturday’s trophies were donated by Jerry Phillips of Silver Seitz Trap Guns.